
Vietnam stories: Not about
combat, but about impact

Vicki Quade says her 2019 projects are
“to finish up work on a parody musical
I’ve written, to write some more on a
new bingo comedy, and to continue
organizing my Facebook posts so I can
turn them into a book.” ... Arnie
Bernstein was interviewed on The
History Show, a program on Ireland’s
Radio RTE network, about his book Bath
Massacre: America’s First School
Bombing. ... Joan E. Cashin (See
Literary Latest, Page 6) writes to say, “It
was a lot of work, publishing two books
in one year, and I probably won't do it
again.” .... Linda Nemec Foster’s new

book, The Lake
Michigan Mermaid
(Wayne State
University Press), has
been selected as a
2019 Michigan
Notable Book by the
Library of Michigan.
This year, over 300
books were submitted
for the recognition
with only 20 books
chosen for the honor.

Linda and her co-author, Anne-Marie
Oomen, will participate in a book tour
this spring and will join the other winners
at a gala on April 27 in Lansing spon-
sored by the Library of Michigan
Foundation. Anne-Marie also was hon-
ored as editor of A Collection of
Michigan Creative Nonfiction (Wayne
State University Press). Linda also was
scheduled to be honored on Feb. 2 in
Paterson, N.J. with an Editor’s Choice
Award from the Allen Ginsberg Poetry
Contest. She was to read her winning
poem, “Memories of an Immigrant
Childhood,” at the Poetry Center of
Passaic County Community College. And
on Feb. 27, Linda will give a poetry read-
ing at a fund-raiser for the Grand Rapids
Literary Festival at the Eberhard Center
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When Rita Dragonette started
working on her Vietnam-era
novel 13 years ago, a young

man attending a writer’s workshop with
her said he was sick of hearing about
Vietnam.

“He said, ‘I can’t believe anyone would
take the time to write a whole book about
something that is so irrelevant to what is
happening today,’ ” Dragonette said on
Jan. 8 at the Society of Midland Authors
monthly program, a panel she sat on with
Barbara Shoup at Chicago’s Harold
Washington Library Center. “And the
instructor said, ‘I agree.’

“I said, ‘I have a really big hill to
climb.’ ”

Dragonette, author of The Fourteenth of
September, and Shoup, author of An
American Tune, were part of a Society

program titled “Women Writing the
Vietnam War.” A third author scheduled
to be part of the panel, Paulette Livers,
had to cancel because of a death in the
family. Livers’ book Cementville also is
about the Vietnam experience.

People don’t like talking about the
Vietnam War because, “It is something
we feel bad about, we lost, atrocities hap-
pened. ... It is something that is still very
painful,” said Dragonette, who now is
working on three new books. “For the last
several decades, we have pretty decided
not to talk about it, not to teach it, to pret-
ty much put it under the rug and wish that
it never happened.” 

But now, a half-century after the war,
that’s changing, and women are writing
about their perspectives about the war,
she said. 
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Rita Dragonette (left) and Barbara Shoup spoke Jan. 8 at a Society of Midland Authors
program about women who write about the Vietnam War. (Thomas Frisbie photos)
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in Grand Rapids, Michigan. ... Past SMA
award winner Gary D. Schmidt’s So Tall
Within: Sojourner Truth's Long Walk
Toward Freedom (Roaring Brook Press)
also was named a 2019 Michigan Notable
Book. ... A framed calligraphed copy on
blue paper of Craig Sautter’s poem “Zen
Pen 110” (“Spring is just/a wind shift
away”) hangs in Highland Park’s
(Illinois) City Hall as part of  the
“Weather The Weather” photography and
poetry “Art in City Hall” exhibit. ... Gail
Lukasik’s White Like Her has been
optioned by FGW Productions for a dra-
matic TV series. ... Wyatt Townley’s
new book is Rewriting the Body (Stephen
F. Austin University Press, Oct. 15,
2018). ... On Jan. 29, Claire Hartfield
won the American Library Association’s
Coretta Scott King Author Award for her
book A Few Red Drops: The Chicago
Race Riot of 1919. Claire talked about the
book on WBEZ-Radio on Jan. 31. ...
Natalie Moore tweets to say, “I’m so
Chicago that in writing the backstory of a
character, I am spending a lot of time fig-
uring out what high school she went to
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Society of
Midland Authors
Program Chair
Greg Borzo
moderated the
Jan. 8 SMA pro-
gram at the
Harold
Washington
Library Center.

“Only recently has the veil started to be
lifted about this,” Dragonette said. “New
information has come out in declassified
files, so we can really get a much better
idea of what really happened and how it
has affected our country. ... There is an
interest because of the pretty astounding
parallels to what we are going through
today. It has been the writers and the
artists that are helping us to lift that veil
[and] it is time for those stories to be
told.”

As for women writing books
about Vietnam, “I don’t want to
say a woman’s story is going to
be superior to a man’s story, or a
non-combatant’s story is superi-
or to a non-combatant’s,” she
said. “They are just different.
They are different perspectives. 

“Our stories generally under-
stand the fact that not all battle-
fields are on the front. And that
our stories are generally not about combat
but they are always about impact. ... One
of the things I have always been interest-
ed in is the standing of women in war.”

Shoup said, “For me, writing fiction is a
way of looking sideways at a deeply per-
sonal question for which there is no

answer. In the case of An American Tune,
it was: How does a good person passion-
ately committed to doing something right
cross the line into violence in an effort to
make that right thing happen?

“Writing the book led me to exploring
the immediate and long-term effects of
the war on women. Men came back
changed, and women had to adjust to
their new, more-difficult relationships. ...
Marriages disintegrated, families fell
apart, children were hurt in countless

ways. I think the thing that inter-
ested me most about the
Vietnam War is how it continues
to play out in our lives, even
now.”

During the program,
Dragonette read from her book,
and Shoup read from both her
book and from Livers’ book.

Of Livers’ book, Shoup said,
“I think women are most often

the keepers of a community. ... The ones
who tend to collect the grief of a town
when something terrible happens.
Cementville captures the effect on that
town like no other book I have read. It is
a fictional community, but is based on a
community that Paulette grew up in.” 

 Vietnam
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Society of Midland Authors members
can now pay their membership dues,
buy tickets to the annual dinner and
make donations on our website with
PayPal (there is a $1 fee to help cover
PayPal’s fee). To make a donation, visit
our home page at www.midlandau-
thors.com and click on the "Donate"
button in the upper right corner.
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Dues cover mailings and other organi-
zational expenses, but the Society always
needs additional money for programs,

such as the awards at the annual May
book awards banquet. 

Thanks to Richard Bales, Thomas
Gradel and Peter Nolan who made
recent contributions.
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even though it has nothing to do with the
play!” ... Marc Frazier’s poem
“Forecast” is included in the anthology
Adelaide Literary Award Anthology 2018:
Poetry (Adelaide Books, Nov. 28, 2018).
... The Jan. 4 Chicago Tribune quoted
Dominic Pacyga in a story about the
future of Chicago Catholics. Dominic
also contributed an essay about Upton
Sinclair’s The Jungle to Chicago by the
Book: 101 Publications that Shaped the
City and Its Image (University of
Chicago Press, Nov. 20, 2018). Ann
Durkin Keating also contributed an
essay. ... In January, The Great Believers
by past SMA book award winner
Rebecca Makkai was named the winner
of the Stonewall Book Awards-Barbara
Gittings Literature Award for 2019. ...
Michael Barsa was named to the 2018
Bram Stoker Awards Preliminary Ballot
on Jan. 21 for Superior Achievement in a
First Novel for his book The Garden of
Blue Roses. The short list will be
announced on Feb. 23. ... Rita
Dragonette wrote “Starting over, but not
from scratch: Book marketing insights
from a third-career debut novelist” for the
Jan. 14 Writer’s Digest. Among her tips,
she created a website even before the
book was published that commanded
attention “with a classy and distinctive
look that represented me as a writer and
teased out my story.” ... Claude Walker,
who began collecting buttons as a child,
joined Dave Hoekstra’s Dec. 10 WGN-
Radio show to talk about his Illinois
“Bicentennial-by-button” online exhibit.”
... Cyndee Schaffer was scheduled to
give the Naper Settlement’s “History
Speaks” program on Jan. 13 in
Naperville, Illinois. ... Shellby County
(Illinois) Director of Tourism and Ashley
Florey, Lake Shelbyville’s natural
resources specialist, agreed the most
interesting speaker at a six-week traveling
Smithsonian exhibit titled “Crossroads:
Changes in Rural America” was Cynthia
Clampitt, who discussed how corn
changed itself, the Effingham Daily News
reported. ... On Dec. 29, NBCNews.com
said that SMA award-winning “Black
Deutschland, written by Darryl
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Pat White’s book, Buzz Ride: Driven
to Disruption: Memoirs of an Uber
Driver (Lake Claremont Press,

2017) recounts his experience driving for
Uber after researching ride-hailing and
other new economy businesses. White (a
nom de va-room) began working in 1979
for the Chicago Board Options Exchange
before becoming a retail stockbroker. A
lifelong Chicagoan, he was president of a
technology company before returning to
Chicago after 11 years in Indiana.

Here’s what he tells Literary License:

Literary License: Writing about the
experience of Uber driving means the
characters in the back seat change from
trip to trip. What literary techniques did
you use to keep the
narrative moving for-
ward?

Pat White: I tried to
create a sense of being
in the car, utilizing the
time of day, the music
playing in the car, how
the roads were behav-
ing that certain evening, how I was feel-
ing, and a vivid description of who was in
the backseat.

Literary License: The cabbie is an
iconic figure in movies and literature. Will
writers ever give ride-hailing drivers that
same status?

Pat White) I think it will not take long
for the ride share experience to be com-
mon place in cinema and literature. The
term “I ubered” has quickly taken a lead
place in today's vernacular. Just as the
streetcar was replaced by the bus and the
train gave way to the airplane, it is only a
matter of time until the ride share is com-
mon place in all forms of media.

Literary License: It’s been said you
write “like Raymond Chandler on a coke
binge.” Is that a fair description?

Pat White: I view that as quite a com-
pliment. Chandler’s writing was frenetic

and vivid in description. I don't know
about the coke reference, but I did try to
create a constantly moving experience.
Unlike Chandler, I never was pistol-
whipped, woke up in a jail cell or faced a
scorned woman with vendetta. Although I
faced some challenging situations, it was

nothing like Marlowe
experienced.

Literary License:
How easy (or difficult)
was it to sell the con-
cept for this book to a
publisher?

Pat White: I met
with Sharon Woodhouse of Lake
Claremont press over lunch. She had read
the book, liked the timeliness and the fact
that it took place in Chicago. We quickly
agreed to get to work, and it was a great
experience.

Literary License: What’s your next
book?

Pat White: I am working on a novel on
how exogenous events in the finance
world affect ordinary people. The story
follows the life of Polish girl who is the
only child of Polish immigrants who set-
tled in Hamtramck, Michigan. The story
demonstrates how events outside of one’s
control can alter life’s direction. The book
spans the time from the slowdown in the
auto industry in the late ’70s to the bank-
ing crises in 2008-09. It will be classified
as fiction, but I believe fiction is derived
from witnessing actual events and people.
I hope to have it completed by fall of
2019. 

Literary
Landscape

Pat
White
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Cliff Dwellers
200 S. Michigan Avenue
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Creating a ‘constantly
moving experience’



Teachers Association to its list of
Outstanding Science Trade Books. This
one is about the kinds of structures ani-
mals build in order to start their families
and is brilliantly illustrated by Giles
Laroche, the same artist who illustrated
Now You See Them, Now You Don’t. My
previous book to make the NSTA list was
Mammoth Bones and Broken Stones, the
story of the search for the first migrants to
reach North America.” ... Bryan Gruley
has a new book out, Bleak Harbor. ...
Marcus Wicker is scheduled to visit
Austin Peay State University as part of
the Zone 3 Reading Series, reading from
his works at 8 p.m. Feb. 7. ... The Jan. 19
California Aggie included Michael
Poore’s Reincarnation Blues among its
“Books to read during the school year.” ...
Stephen Asma, who presented an SMA
program in October 2010, has a new book
out, Why We Need Religion (Oxford
University Press, 2018). ... Joseph Tabbi
will appear at the University of Houston-
Victoria/American Book Review Reading
Series in Victoria, Texas, on May 2.
Tabbi, a 2016 SMA book award finalist,
last year won the N. Katherine Hayles
Award in Electronic Literature for The
Bloomsbury Handbook of Electronic
Literature (Bloomsbury Academic Press),
which he edited. ... George Castle (See
Literary Latest, Page 7) in January talked
on WGN-Radio about his new book, The
1969 Cubs - Long Remembered - Never
Forgotten. ... Christine Sneed tweets to
say Ted Kooser’s poem “New Moon” is

“marvelous.” ... Lesley Nneka Arimah
has been named a USA Fellow, with a
$50,000 fellowship award from the
United States Artists. ... Narrative
Magazine published three pieces from
Lisa Fay Coutley’s second collection,
Tether. ... Past SMA book award winner
Deborah Blum’s new book, The Poison
Squad, tells how food was made safe in
the United States. ... Greg Borzo talked
about his new book, Lost Restaurants of
Chicago, Jan. 23 on WGN-Radio. ... A
Jan. 25 article in The Athletic called
Jeannie Morris “a trailblazing sports
broadcaster and journalist.” ... An Oct. 20
Evanston (Illinois) Review story about
narrative medicine quoted Joanne Koch.
... June Sawyers wrote “Atlas Obscura’s
First Ward Ball Celebrates Chicago’s
Bawdy Levee District History” for the
thirdcoastreview.com on Jan. 29. ... Lin
Enger will appear at BookEnds in June in
Wadena, Minnesota. ... Michele Weldon
was scheduled to keynote the 12th annual
Breaking the Silence Luncheon Jan. 29 in
Davie, Florida. ... “Surviving Auschwitz:
Children of the Shoah,” the Emmy-win-
ning PBS documentary based on Milton
Nieuwsma’s account of three Jewish chil-
dren who survived Adolf Hitler’s death
camp, aired again in Michigan on Jan. 27,
in observance of International Holocaust
Remembrance Day. ... Patricia Polacco
visited Zeeland (Michigan) Public
Schools in December.   

Follow Bible File on Twitter
@BiblioFile_SMA.
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Pinckney, is an “incredible novel.” ...
Dennis Foley and Angela Jackson were
among the speakers scheduled to appear
Jan. 17 at the 2019 debut of the
Frunchroom, a live storytelling series
about the South Side of Chicago. ... On
Jan. 27, Dennis Byrne blogged to say,
“There’s no use arguing with baloney.” ...
Desiree Cooper is scheduled to appear
March 20 at Marygrove College’s
Institute for Detroit Studies’ “Defining
Detroit” series. Cooper will read from her
SMA award-winning Know the Mother
and other works. ... Scott Turow tweets
to say, “I regard myself as especially
lucky in my ability to focus. My wife and
my kids will tell you I can take it too far.
These days, while I am racing to finish
my draft of The Last Trial, I am up liter-
ally at sunrise and don’t stop writing until
the late afternoon.” Also, Scott will be
among the authors appearing at the inau-
gural Wordplay festival, set for May 11-
12 in downtown Minneapolis. ...
Christopher Z. Mooney wrote “Three
lessons from the election” for the Jan. 30
Southern Illinoisan. ... Chicago Sun-
Times columnist and former SMA book
award winner Neil Steinberg wrote on
Jan. 19 that James Merriner’s “book on
Chicago corruption, Grafters and Goo
Goos, is my bible on the subject.” ...
Dick Simpson was among the names
current candidates for Chicago aldermen
cited in Chicago Sun-Times question-
naires as the most inspirational former
aldermen. Also, the Jan. 22 Wall Street
Journal quoted Dick about the concurrent
race for mayor on Feb. 26. ... Netflix has
announced that a feature film adaptation
of Donald Ray Pollock’s The Devil All
the Time is coming to the streaming serv-
ice at some point in the future. ... In
February, James Kennedy and Keir
Graff will host the eighth annual 90
Second Newbery Film Festival, spon-
sored by the Salt Lake City Library and
Utah Humanities. ... Jerry Apps is sched-
uled to speak at the McFarland Historical
Society Annual Meeting on March 3 in
McFarland, Wisconsin. ... David L.
Harrison writes to say, “My second new
title in 2018, A Place to Start a Family,
has been named by the National Science
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David L. Harrison attends the 2017 SMA book awards dinner. His book A Place to
Start a Family has been named by the National Science Teachers Association to its
list of Outstanding Science Trade Books. (Provided photo)
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Literary Latest

TWO NEW BOOKS

Joan E. Cashin has two new books
out: War Stuff: The Struggle for Human
and Environmental Resources in the
American Civil War (Cambridge
University Press, August 2018) and War
Matters: Material Culture in the Civil
War Era (University of North Carolina
Press, October 2018). She wrote one and
edited and contributed to the other.  

Of War Stuff, Cashin writes to say,
“When I was researching other projects, I
kept coming across references to the
struggle over resources between armies
and civilians.  

“Historians have not focused on this
aspect of the war, even though the refer-
ences appeared in military correspon-
dence, civilian letters, newspapers, diaries
and memoirs.  Turn to Page 7

INTERLOCKING POEMS

David Radavich’s new wide-ranging
narrative of interlocking poems, America
Abroad: An Epic of Discovery (Plain
View Press, 2019) presents a variety of
adventures that take American explorers
known and unknown to all four corners
of the globe from earliest days of settling
to recent exploits in outer space. 

Radavich writes to say: “In 2007 I pub-
lished a book called America Bound: An
Epic for Our Time, composed of dramatic
monologues of everyday Americans living
in Middle America from just after World
War II to the War in Iraq. The focus was
on war and dynamic, sometimes wrench-
ing, social change during those decades.  

“My new companion book, America
Abroad: An Epic of Discovery, covers a
much wider canvas, from the earliest
days of settlement to travel to outer
space. These poems are narrated by leg-
endary figures such as Ponce de Leon,
Sacajawea, and Coronado, while the main
speakers are Uncle Sam and Ms. Liberty.
Various adventures trace American
involvement to all four corners of the
globe. Overall, America Abroad is a
broad-hearted exploration of our national
being in the world, offering both social
critique and optimism for change.

Christian Knoeller, author of
Reimagining Environmental History,
wrote, “We hear echoes of Whitman in its
sweep and grandeur.” 

“So about 10 years ago, I realized there
was a book to be written. I zeroed in on
the material resources that mattered the
most to armies and civilians: food, tim-
ber, and the built environment. For those
chapters, I did a lot of reading on food-
ways, forestry, and architecture, what one
soldier called the ‘stuff’ of war. I also
included a chapter on civilians them-
selves – people who had knowledge and
expertise that both armies needed – and
read a lot about how armies in other wars
relied on noncombatants for such things
as espionage. The result is War Stuff.” 

Of War Matters, she writes to say, “I've
always been interested in material cul-
ture, and the Civil War offers rich oppor-
tunities to study the topic.  

“People who lived through the war
often mentioned material objects, and the
museums and historical societies are
filled with those objects.  

“Yet historians of the war have largely
neglected this subject. In 2015, I realized
that the field needed a book of essays on
material culture. I asked a number of
accomplished historians to write about
various topics, and I put together an essay
on what Revolutionary-era artifacts meant
to the Civil War generation.  

“We read the pertinent work in other
fields, such as anthropology and archae-
ology. The essays cover a wide range of
topics, including weapons, books, vaccine
matter, houses, and clothing, and I be-
lieve they demonstrate the great value of
material culture in studying societies at war.”

HOOSIER HISTORY

Ray Boomhower’s new book is
Indiana Originals: Hoosier Heroes &
Heroines (The History Press, Nov. 12,
2018).

Boomhower writes to say, “In their
book After the Fact, historians James
West Davidson and Mark Hamilton Lytle
advise their readers that when historians
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Literary Latest

Continued from Page 6

neglect the literary aspect of their disci-
pline, when they ‘forget that good history
begins with a good story,’ they risk losing
the wider audience that all ‘great histori-

ans have addressed.’
“In my more than

three decades work-
ing at the Indiana
Historical Society, I
have been able to
indulge my love of
biography by writing
‘good stories’ for the
IHS’s popular history
magazine, Traces of
Indiana and

Midwestern History, as well as having the
thrill of being published in other history
journals. 

“I have turned some of those articles
into book-length manuscripts published
by IHS Press, the former Guild Press, and
Indiana University Press. 

“Indiana Originals: Hoosier Heroes &
Heroines readers will find a collection of
pieces I have written over the years. They
cover a wide field – the wit and wisdom
of a cracker-barrel philosopher, the
courage of a war correspondent and com-
bat photographer under fire, the dedica-
tion of a peace activist during wartime
and the harebrained schemes of an auto-
motive pioneer, as well as the dedication
of a freelance writer championing the
underdog in American society. The sto-
ries, however, have two common themes:
they are about Hoosiers and deal with
bringing an individual’s tale to life for a
reader.”

50TH ANNIVERSARY BOOK

George Castle’s new book is The 1969
Cubs: Long Remembered - Long
Remembered - Not Forgotten (John
Schenk & Associates, LLC, Jan. 19,
2019).

Castle writes to say, “In the middle of
2017, Cubs Hall of Famer Fergie Jenkins
asked me, whom he had known for 35
years, to co-author a remembrance of the
fabled, star-crossed 1969 Cubs team for
their 50th anniversary. The completed
work, The 1969 Cubs: Long

Remembered, Never Forgotten, was
released in January and rocketed to by far
the fastest start of any of my 17 full-

fledged adult book
projects. The 1969
Cubs was ranked No.
1 for sports biogra-
phies, sports history
and sociology of
sports on Amazon. In
addition to a look-
back at the ’69 sea-
son, I came up with
several historical

scoops. In particular, my chapter on
Philip K. Wrigley contains the owner’s
‘money quote’ explaining a major reason
why the team did not win for 108 years.”

‘ROBUST PORTRAIT’

From the publisher: “John Koethe’s
poems – always dynamic and in process,
never static or complete – luxuriate in the
questions that
punctuate the most
humdrum of rou-
tines, rendering a
robust portrait of
an individual: com-
plicated, quotidian,
and resounding
with truth.
Gathering for the
first time his
impressive and award-winning body of
work, published between 1966 and 2016,
Walking Backwards introduces this gifted
poet to a new, wider readership.”

Ray E.
Boomhower

John Koethe

George Castle
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REXAMINING THE MIDWEST 

Jon K. Lauck has co-edited Finding a
New Midwestern History (University of
Nebraska Press, Nov. 1, 2018).

From the publisher: “Finding a New
Midwestern History revives and identifies
anew the Midwest as a field of study by
promoting a diversity of viewpoints and
lending legitimacy to a more in-depth,

rigorous scholarly assessment of a large
region of the United States largely over-
looked by scholars. The essays discuss
facets of Midwestern life worth examin-
ing more deeply, including history, reli-
gion, geography, art, race, culture, and
politics, and are written by well-known
scholars in the field, such as Michael
Allen, Jon Butler, and Nicole Etcheson.”
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This is Part 29 of the history of the
Society. 

Among the hundreds of authors
who have won book awards in the
decades that the Society of

Midland Awards has awarded them on an
annual basis, are some who have won
more than once. 

Among them are:
Harry Mark Petrakis received an

award for the body of his work in May
1985. Beforehand, he told the Chicago
Tribune that he would reminisce about the
publication of his first novel, in 1959, but
only briefly. "The
night belongs to the
other authors, too," he
commented. 

Petrakis has also
won for two works of
fiction, The Odyssey of
Kostas Valakis and
Pericles on 31st Street,
as well as a
Distinguished Service Citation. 

Aleksandar Hemon accepted the
SMA’s award for adult fiction, for his
book Nowhere Man, at the banquet on
May 13, 2003, at the Cliff Dwellers. 

Hemon, who’d moved to Chicago from
Sarajevo, spoke affectionately of his
adopted city. He said that unlike the anti-
hero of his novel who feels at home
nowhere, he was happy to claim the
Midwest as his new home. Hemon won
the SMA’s award for adult fiction in 2009,
accepting the prize for his novel The

Lazarus Project.
Other multiple awards winners include

Stuart Dybek, who has won twice in the
fiction category, for Childhood and Other
Neighborhoods and I Sailed with
Magellan. 

(And his son Nick Dybek won in the
same category for When Captain Flint
Was Still A Good Man.) 

Larry Heinemann has won twice in
the adult fiction category, for his books
Paco’s Story and Close Quarters. 

James McManus won the adult fiction
award for Going to the Sun and the adult
nonfiction award for Positively Fifth

Street: Murderers,
Cheetahs, and Binion's
World Series of Poker
and Cowboys Full: The
Story of Poker.    

Garry Wills won
the adult nonfiction
award for Under God
and the biography
award for James

Madison.
Robert Remini won the biography

award for The Life of Andrew Jackson and
Henry Clay: Statesman for the Union. 

Ted Kooser has won three times in
poetry, for his books Sure Signs, Delights
and Shadows and Braided Creek: A
Conversation in Poetry, the latter co-writ-
ten with Jim Harrison, who also won for
his own collection, In Search of Small
Gods. 

John Frederic Bennett won two
awards for poetry in the same year (1971)

for his books Griefs and Exultations and
The Struck Leviathan, and then he won
the award again in 1979 for Echoes From
the Peaceable Kingdom. 

Marcia Masters Schmid won the poet-
ry award for Intent on Earth, and she also
won a distinguished service citation
(under the name Marcia Lee Masters)
for her “Today's Poets,” her weekly fea-
ture in the Chicago Tribune Sunday
Magazine.

Andrea Warren has won the children’s
nonfiction award for four books: Escape
from Saigon: How a Vietnam War Orphan
Became an American Boy, Surviving
Hitler: A Boy in the Nazi Death Camps,
Pioneer Girl: Growing Up on the Prairie
and Orphan Train Rider: One Boy’s True
Story. 

Stella Pevsner has won the children’s
fiction award for And You Gave Me a
Pain, Elaine and Would My Fortune
Cookie Lie?

Dennis Brindell Fradin won the chil-
dren's nonfiction award for Bound for the
North Star: True Stories of Fugitive
Slaves, and he shared the same prize with
his wife, Judith Bloom Fradin, for their
book Jane Addams: Champion of
Democracy. 

Gloria Whelan won in children's fic-
tion for Night of the Full Moon and A
Clearing in the Forest. 

Morris Philipson won for his children's
book The Count Who Wished He Were a
Peasant: A Life of Leo Tolstoy as well as
his adult fiction book Secret
Understandings.

They won – and then they won again

Literary
Lore

Robert
Loerzel

Aleksandar
Hemon

Stuart
Dybek

Andrea
Warren

Stella
Pevsner
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Eileen McMahon is the author of What
Parish Are You From? The Chicago Irish
Community and Race Relations,
1916 (University Press of
Kentucky, April 11, 1996).

McMahon, a professor of his-
tory at Lewis University who
holds a doctorate in history from
Loyola University Chicago, also
is co-author with Theodore J.
Karamanski of North Woods
River: The St. Croix River in
Upper Midwest History
(University of Wisconsin Press) and was
editor of the Journal of the Illinois State
Historical Society from 2007 to 2014.

She also published “The Irish in
Illinois” in The Encyclopedia of the Irish
in America, edited by Michael Glazer;
and “Irish Women in the American Civil
War,” in Irish Soldier in the Mexican-

American and Civil Wars (Irish Academic
Press, 2017); and “The Literary Side to
the Soxside of Chicago,” Chicago in
History Magazine, Summer 2008.

She won the Russell P. Strange
Book of the Year Award, Illinois
State Historical Society, 2015,
for Civil War Chicago:
Eyewitness to History (Ohio
University Press, 2015), co-edit-
ed with Karamanski.

Of What Parish Are You From?,
Southern Historian wrote, “An
exquisite portrayal of the history
of a particular neighborhood

over the course of a century.”
The Illinois Historical Journal wrote,

“McMahon vividly brings to life an often-
neglected chapter of our history: the
dynamic, often-colorful, activity of proud
people seeking respect, acceptance and
socioeconomic progress. ... This superb
book should be read and studied by many.”

New Members

Eileen
McMahon

Society of Midland Authors
Early Dinner Registration Form

The Society of Midland
Authors annual awards
banquet will be held May
14 at the Cliff Dwellers
Club, 22nd floor, 200 S.
Michigan, Chicago. 

The reception with a
cash bar will start at 6 p.m.
Dinner will begin at 7 p.m. 

Bill Savage will be the
emcee.

Number of medallions of pork tenderloin dinners at
$75 each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Number of vegetarian (wild mushroom ravioli) dinners
at $75 each.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Donation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Awards Dinner Sponsorship (includes two dinner tickets
and a mention in the awards dinner program). $250.  

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name:

Number of grilled filet of salmon dinners at $75 each. 

Please clip above form and mail to: Dinner Reservation, Society of Midland Authors, P.O. Box 10419, Chicago IL 60610
You may also download a similar form at our website, www.midlandauthors.com or pay via PayPal.

Board Notes

It’s that time of year when the Society
of Midland Authors assembles a roster of
board members and officers for the com-
ing year. If you are a member of the soci-
ety in good standing and are interested in
serving for the coming July 1 through
June 30 year, please contact one of the
existing board members or officers. 

At the Jan. 23 SMA board meeting, 
the board discussed the possibility of din-
ner sponsors for the banquet. The idea was
for sponsors to contribute $250 and get two
dinner tickets, with the additional money
helping to pay for the awards. The board
unanimously approved a motion to keep
the dinner ticket price at $75 per person.

Treasurer Jim Merriner expressed a
preference, among three options, for TCF
Bank, where the endowment fund can be
invested in a CD at 2.65 percent APR for
14 months.
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Authors gather
to discuss panel
on Vietnam

After the Jan. 8 program titled
“Women Writing the Vietnam
War,” a number of SMA members

and others gathered for a post-program
reception to discuss the books and the
program. The panel featured Rita
Dragonette and Barbara Shoup.

The next SMA program will be on Feb.
12 and will feature Pat White (a pen
name) and his book about driving for
Uber (See Pages 3 and 11).

Lined up for March 12 at 6 p.m. at the
Cliff Dwellers is Bryan Smith, author of
The Breakaway: The Inside Story of the
Wirtz Family Business and the Chicago
Blackhawks.

New SMA member Syed Afzal Haider and Gwen Cohen chat at the reception after
the Jan. 8 Society of Midland Authors program. (Thomas Frisbie photos)

Andy Steadham, program presenter Barbara Shoup and
Rob Christopher.

Linda Gartz, SMA Board Member Allen Salter and former
SMA President Jim Schwab.

Lee Riley, Former SMA President
Craig Sautter and Christine Rice.

SMA Vice President Marlene Targ Brill
and SMA Board Member Michelle Cox.

Emily Clark Victorson and program
presenter Rita Dragonette.
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Pat Colander, an SMA member, author
of three books and an editor and teacher,
died in mid-January of breast cancer at
age 66. 

Her three books were Thin Air, The Life
and Mysterious Disappearance of Helen
Brach (Contemporary Books, 1982);
Hugh Hefner’s First Funeral and
Other Tales of Love and Death
in Chicago (Eckhardt Press,
2015), for which she won a
Chicago Writers’ Association
Book of the Year Award in 2016,
and Neverland: Michael Jackson
of Gary, Indiana (SHORE
Magazine, 2012),

She also contributed an article
titled “Oprah Winfrey’s
Odyssey” to the 2009 anthology
The Story of American Business: From the
Pages of the New York Times.

“She was an irrepressible fighter against
injustice and forward looking, and she
was not afraid to give young writers like
myself a chance to work, investigate,

write and get published,” said SMA mem-
ber Randy Garrett, co-author of Victims
of Justice (Avon, 1998) and Victims of
Justice – Revisited (Northwestern
University Press, 2005). “She was some-
one who was willing to dig.”

Ms. Colander was the eldest in a South
Side Chicago-Irish family of six, a 1970
graduate of St. Thomas Aquinas High

School, a University of Illinois
journalism alumna, a holder of
an MS in technology from
Purdue, a former staff writer at
the Chicago Tribune and the
Chicago Reader and a teacher at
Northwestern University,
Roosevelt University and
Columbia College Chicago. She
also was founding editor of the
Naperville City Star and the for-
mer publisher of Lake Magazine.

Among her favorite writers was the late
SMA member Roger Ebert.

The January 2006 issue of Literary
License reported: “Pat Colander has a
new day job as editor and associate pub-
lisher of the new SHORE magazine,

aimed at upscale readers on the southeast
shores of Lake Michigan, from Chicago
around to southwest Michigan. ... She
also has held management positions with
Copley Newspapers and other publishing
companies in the area.”

After Hugh Hefner’s First Funeral was
published, Ms. Colander told Literary
License, “Lots of writers start out with a
nonfiction story and end up writing a
novel about a story that is just too diffi-
cult to understand. Then they can end the
mystery the way they want it to end. 

“My collection of true detective stories
was first published in the 1980s. I got my
chance to rewrite them with true endings
– or closer to true endings – in 2014.
Somehow I thought I might put them to
rest, which is silly as it turns out. Once
attached, ‘your’ stories never let you go.
Not only because they’re fascinating. But
also because they remind you of who you
were when they got to you. 

“That’s why I say this is also a coming
of age story on the streets in Chicago in
the 1970s. A long time ago, but not that
far away.”

Society of Midland Authors
P.O. Box 10419
Chicago IL 60610

Address Service Requested
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Final Chapters

Pat Colander


